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Fish. pos.bit.ly the most
unasnaniodly Cap Speccy/SV
fanzine ever t= come c

Stockport, has closed c

next May. In the editorial for

Suutur Tiber's issue. Editor Mat

was that ",
. . the pressure ol

GCSEs is just getting too bulk

Fish would be incorporated into

new '2ine Your Thingclair, but this,

according to Mat, is "quite wrong".

3o farewell then Fish. You will be

sadly missed, crap staples and all.

(Incidentally, Mai's GCSE-related
comments leave another Speccy

fanzine editor wondering what tne

hell he's doing typing this out four

days before his mocks. But you

- hMbfaces going cheap (inevitablyj

So they've being saying this for

nigii on three years now. but

Romantic Robot are pulling out of

the Spectrum market. The few
remaining Multiface 128s are being

sold Off at £19.95 (plus £2 p&p'J.

They may or may not have the odd

Multiprint or Multiface 3 left by

the time you read this. Ring for

Spectrum Star Users Club

Andy Davis of Alchemist Research

,-IUU (. ur ir . The
Spectrum Star Users Club is

officially recognised and supported

by Star Micronics UK (it says here)

and aims to provide help, advice

and sullware, including info on

converting existing titles to work
with the Ll_. mere's no

inemUersWp fee (other than blank

media and an SAE lor- any software
or whatever) and there's a

Programmer Brendan O'Brien has

made "a few additons and tweaks"

to his footy Sim, It's A Goal [70X,

last ish). It now has improved

passing, a penalty shoot-out instead

of evtra time, a program to change

circle, and (on the 128K) free

kicks, penalties and a pretty

stadium graphic. The price

at £4.50, or existing users can

upgrade if they return their

original disk or tape with 75p o

three first class stamps.

Blue Alpha out of action

things, has temporarily closed down
due to leading light Mark Hall being

seriously ill. According to reports,

the company will return, but In the

meantime Format Publications are

organising alternative arrangements

for repairs and cable- building, so ir

your SAM's ill then ringing these

people would probably be a good

Tiny square gold things

Fred Publishing have secured the

40 or so surviving prototype ASIC

chips produced for MGT to put in

the very first SAMs which were
sent out to developers

in-house testing. When the final

version of the SAM was produced,

all but three of these machines

were recalled, replaced and

scr apped. However , most of the

prototype ASCs, recognisable for

their gold finish, were kept.

for

chips framed, mounted with a

plaque and (and! ANl>!) person

au tographed by Eiruce Gordon.
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Gawd knows how they managed it,

but following last issue's

announcement that West Coast

were selling old SAMs of cheap,

Supplement Software have got

themselves a batch of 256 K,

tape-only SAMs and are selling 'em
otf at £40, Criming.

Blimey!

Before I start, I'd just like to say
that this isn't a bitter and cynical

joke along the lines of last issue's

-<7 story. This os for real. And it's

The Midget is a device that can

be plugged into the back of your

SAM or Speccy, allowing you to

increase the graphics resolution,

speed up your computer, increase

the nomber of available colours,

and use it for video titling.

More specifically, the resolution

can be either 256, 300, 512 or 640
pixels across by 300 or 600 pixels

from top to bottom. Each pixel can

be any one of 256 colours and

32,768 colours can be used on

screen at once from a pallette of

16 million. The RAM can be

expanded up to 1 gigabite (although

you'll stary with something
smaller). It allows fast vertical and

horizontal scrolling. It can be used

effectively for digitising, home
video editing and titling. Triffic.

The Midget won't be available lor

some time yet, but when it is

finally released it'll probably coal

around £150. For more details,

write to: Uooksoft, I t'ovey Clo^e,

Asiley, ryldesley, Manchester, Min
7NP or tel. 01942 8Bt,0B4.



Lemmings
SAM Fred Publishing • £19.35 Programmed by Chris White

,jasl lour years you cannot

.,ossibly have not heard or

_ on linings, hur
-

this review I

*ou!d like you to pretend that

jou've never heard of Lemmings,

->k.ay?

.emmings? What's Lemmings7

-(ere goes: These blue jumper
ajit wearing creatures fall

hrough a trapdoor into

iangerous terrain (for same
eason or other). Your task is tc

jet the lemmings to safety by

jiving them special skills. Do
I.his wisely and you'll get most
or all if you're REALLY good) of"

;hem to the end of level exit.

Then, after a relaxing disk

iccess, you'll tackle the next

Jeviously concocted array of

Lricks and traps until you reach

,evel 120 - though only the best

each that without cheating.

The levels are large

lorizontally scrolling (at

.vish) areas filled with p

yruesume at times), fire-spitte

and all manner of lemming
destroying mayhem. That's why

nlng

i skill - blocking, I

through walls, building bridges,

place. The skills are represented

by icons arranged at the bottom

The awkward thing is that you
have a limited amount of these

skills (or even none at all)

depending on the level, and once

Sounds fab. How do you control

it, though'

Glad you asked that. You can use

either the cursors or a joystick

but both of these will severely

handicap your gameplay.A serious

lemming saver will invest in a

greatly.

Why? Well,

you Can vary

Bui what, dear sir, is it like to

Play
3

It's about as much fun as a fun

thing with its fun rating up lull

in a fun mood. It's great. Once
you get used to it, the game
drags you into it's spell - Mystic
Al predicts lots of late nights

The pointer speed/sensetivity
is spot on and the screen scrolls

reasonbly smoothly - which is an
achievement considering how
difficult MODE 4 scrolling is. The
whole thing runs at guitea speed

chock-full of green haired

traps, nothing slows down. Chri

White and his magic fingers

deserve anaward (which gives r

I idea . . ).

The levels a

ill the other versions, as well as

he codes, so you can go play it

m your mates Amiga [spit) for a

while then return to your SAM
or the long night ahead. The

hat beginners can do the simple

evels to get used to the

unctions and experienced aid

Maccosi What about ^
graphics?

What a well-placed question. 1

level screens are excellently

drawn, though I suspect they



smoothly. The traps move
beautifully and where there's

slime pit, there's

or a slime pit

wonderfully Gone (quite obvio

really.) The only gripe here i

Naterhits

something 1 lat isn't vertical

horizontal t ere's a rightangl

black patch which makes the

whole thing look a bit ugly. 1

worts but suspect that
9

this

3een avoided by

putting blue for whatever

No faults, then'

Of course. Do you see 1O0X in

the ratings box? There is no

two player mode (which is no

great dissapointment) and some
of the levels take a bit of time

to decode. Those were minor
problems (if they were problems

at all). The following gripes

really p»s* me off because I

ST, PC, SNES, MD, etc. owning

There's no intro sequence, where

our suicidal chums drop onto

the Lemmings logo from a

balloon. There isn't a digitised

The music is excellent and

there are aver 20 tunes to

enjoy. Turn that Perry Como
LP off Immediately, Mrs.

Scoggins! It's best heard
through a stereo system (like

mine is - eat speaker, mono

effects seem to have been
there from the start and not

dfterthought.The tunes aren't

know?) There is no cry of "Oh

No!" and "Let's go!" - the lems

don't even make a splat noise

when they hit the ground. (The

CBd had that too. The SAM has

twice as many sound channels as

the 64, not including the BEEP

chip.) Even though the menu
screen has a music or FX do tion

the FX are non-existent. Surely

music or silence would have beer

more accurate?
Our blue -footed friend's versior

of Lemmings is probably closest

to the IBM compatible PCs
version, only without a page ant

a half of loac

Well, thai does it. i'm not buying

it now.

Nononono. 00 BUY THIS GAME
NOW! The above complaints don't

detract from the gameplay one
bit (only it's not as Amiga
bashing as it could have been)
and the whole thing is still

great value for money. There are

lots of nice little touches - the

pointer turns into a lemming in

leing read.

the I i the r

iature map of the li

-.iblt- ; the s

clicking on the map, too.

The SAM version is vastly

superior to many others,

especially the console versions

(which I have played and they are

absolutely terrible - even e

agree).

So, this has been a long review.

Have you reached a verdict,

matey-boy7

Yes. This game is fabby. There's

something for everyone here. You

want to send of to FRED now.

This is a piece of gaming history

on the SAM. With hardly any
commercial releases coming to

the SAM, It's good to see a

game like this being converted.

Buy now and enjoy immensely.

Ratings
An excellent game.

Shame it took so long

PRESENTATION 85%
GRAPHICS 95X
SOUND 95%
PLAYABILITY SBX
LASTASILITY 35%
OVERALL 93%



Sphera
) £5-£10 [?????)

5E0RGE But of course isn't

this another one of those
Speccy 12Bk updates to

the SAM?

This is one of these blow
the balls of the other
olokes ship, and avoid all

types of rubbish shoot em
up vertically scrolling

games. To tell you the
truth I still prefer R-Type
on the rtSk Speccy - but

The background graphics
are fairly presentable, but
the main problem with the
game floors with the main
sprite. which is a
monochrome white blob of

a spaceship on- the
screen, although the
baddies aren't much
betterl

Ah well on with it. The
basic idea of the game
consists of as usual in

most shoot em up's to

get to the end of each
level with out getting killed

and to follow through until

you complete the game,
which actually is very
bloody hard I

The

snowballs
lain things to avoid
constant array of

missiles/bullets (well I'd

actually call them

snowballs), which the
other crafts aim at you.

This can get pretty taxing

at times, and to also avoid
other craft which always

too
fiy

straight into you and thu
reduce energy points, and
basically kill you instantly

if not avoided. The end of

level baddies aren't very
easy to get past either!

Basically on average you
must take about 500
shots on each end of level

baddie to get past them
on to the next level

[Oh no! I've said that
terrible word 'baddie'

about twenty times. Ah
well - sod it. I can't be
bothered to call them
anything el

swear at thi

Anyway must get on this

-has to be published in

about 5 minutes time
(Stop lying. Ed) so ignore
all spelling mistaks please,
usually its just a case of
double letters for example
see the word double a
couple of words back the
way. (I've corrected it.

Sorry. Ed) Oh dear, I'm

speaking a load of babble.

Ah hem
betteiRight, that's

Anyway what was I

saying, ah baddies yes the
and of level baddie
graphics are reasonably
good, just avoid those
little pieces of, well,

circular thingys that get
in your way, and after
500 or more shots at the

big whatever they tend to

be, giant crabs, silver

scorpions etc. The only

prob is that there is only

3 levels to the game.
Thank God, if there had
been anymore of that

stupid blob of a spaceship
avoiding all sorts of

rubbish I would have killed

myself, (only joking). I'll tell

you one thing though its

pretty damn playable.

Ratings
A fairly decent,
playable shoot

PRESENTATION 81X
GRAPHICS SOX

[for the sprite)

GRAPHICS 76X
(for background &

end of level I

sound sax
PLAVABILITY 8QX
INSTABILITY 82X

OVERALL 78%

PS If you want to by this

game I'd advize that you
contact Enigma first as
they don't program Tor
SAM anymore.

Enigma variations
Enigma House
I Grove Park Court
Harrogate
HG1 4-DP
0423 501595.
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Britannia anct Jllyria

immediatlely, right a
' brier rearguard defence

INVADERS (Fred SO) in Gallja ana try t0 concentrate
" 's game is a very defences on thee remaining

i of t

scrolling and increasing

intensity of invader fire

as you progress through
the levels. My eleven
year old s

Africa these can be used to

capture Phazania from the

Berbus [At least I think that's

what it says; Stuart's

handwriting is only marginally

better than my own. - Ed.) and

can be used to defend Italia and
Hispania. A large army in Asia

inability tt

tendency for the high

score table to incorrectly

sort the high scores.

it you progress to

about level 10 the

spaceships at the rear of

the screen also start to

fire homing missiles at

you, although I'm yet to

reach this far.

The game was written

by Nigel Kettlewell of

Bournemouth and is 100X
machine code, hence the

fast action and good
graphics

ROMANS
This is another SAW
game I enjoy playing,

an early Issue of Fred. I

think this

of an older Spectrum

The game starts wi

you in posession of tt"

Roman Empire at its

peak. Each move
represents five years
at the beginning of ea

buy new armies or

cavalry and perhaps n
money etc. Then at It

end of the go there is

battle in each territor

and the c

Quickly captured and small

armies left there, then the

income from these countries can

North.

Romans is quite a long game,
and takes uo to 3 hours to

complete in Its standard form.
However, by breaking into the

BASIC program and deleting the

irritating BEEPs and drastically

shortening the pauses, I have
shorrtened the playing time to

changed it so that I can go on

longer than the 12 moves which
itt is set up for - this is the

only way I have ever ended up

with a higher finishing score

Fred back issues arre
available for EZ from
the address on the
Post Box page. If

there's anything
(software or hardware)
that you'd like to sing
the praises of, just

words and send 'er

the usual address.
Please.

to

mim
HL21

Ll

LINDA WHITTLE seems to have \

more than I have this month, sc

here's some of her, er, stuff.

THE HOBBIT [Melbourne House)
This is an incredibly old and notoriously bugged [I se

BUGGED] adventure, with awful "graphics" and no sai

humour. Its difficulty lies in the programmar's fault:

knows what they are supposed to do, it's just making the

darn thing accept what you type that is so difficult. Also,

the essence of atmosphere is lost by descriptions as basic

as "You are in Rivendell". It's a bit of fun, I suppose, but all

the bugs and quirks take any long-term enpyment out of

it. And it daesnt print any amusing messages when you

type in rude words. Come on, that's the only reason people

play adventures, isn't It? Oh, please yourselves. All in all, a

dated, missed opportunity that gives the m&l-mssterpifica

of a novel rather a bad name.

TEXT-SfiK
PLAYABILITY - 39X
LASTABILITY - 45K
OVERALL - 54X

TRIVIAL PURSUIT (Domark)
1 was immediately wary of this one. TP (as the loader callt

it) always reminds me of Boxing Day. You see, my family

always gather round at my grandparent's

much, get drunk, watch Noel Edmonds on

or other, then play Trivial Pursuit until 3am. Ir is a

nightmare for an under-age non-drinker like myself to

watch everyone slumped, arguing over how many Rocky

movies there were,

Sorry, the game, yes, yes. Well, it's quite good really, but

falls down (is that the right phrase?) on a couple of points

For a start, the lurid colours really begin .> dc your head

in after a couple of minutes' playing. Next, the same

questions come up again and again. But Ui» innjor problem

is that in one-player mode, it is completely ussiess. Yuu

see, it asks you a question, tells you the answer, then asks

you if you got it right I mean, really. Is inyone that

honest? i couldn't resist putting yes all tha t,me lust to

gave my fragile confidence a boost when it coiifrV.il.Vcn

me. If someone else plays with you [Oo-er. tx.' than that

- ;HMi!l,

quickly. There's just no \

game. If you haven't, it i

PRESENTATION - fSX
GRAPHICS - (£,/.

SOUND - 57X
PLAYABILITY - oBJi

LASTABILITY - &"/.

OVERALL - h7A

II if you've g3t il

Whittle will return
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DAVID LEDBURY
DAVID LEDBURY is a former editor of
both ZAT and the SAM Newsdisk.
current editor of SAM Prime, heir to
the Phoenix Software Systems
fortune, coder, insomniac,
self-appointed PR bod for the Midget
and an all-round good egg. But
where does he stand on the state
of the monarchy"? Who is the
Antichrist? And what's Darren
Blackburn really like? Ace
investigative journalist MAT BEAL,
erm, investigates . . .

How wera you introduced to [ha

Spacty?

computers and knew absolutely

nothing about the things, my
grandparedts asked me if I

wanted them to buy me one, I

didn't want them to spend a

i or tune, so asked for a ZX81. I

started programming in BASIC,

and then Oegan to save up for a

Spectrum by doing a paper

Whit in your favourita Speccy

As far as arcade games go, I

don't play that many. I play some
that are arcadey-ish; Starglider,

Glitter Rider, but that's only for

the 1Z8K musfc which is

absolutely marvellous (the game's
a pit naff really, but never
mind). There are Quite a few

minute due t

i putting me under

As tor adventure games, on the

spectrum -
I have programmed i

couple myself, but they're

definitely not my favourites, I

couldn't bear to play them again.

Lords Of Midnight and
Doomdark's Revenge, not really

adventures, but the same
pr inciple. Definitely classic

yames. All the Level 9 games
are pretty good, and as he might

be reading this (Doubt it. - Ed} about mat, or course . . .

I'd better say something nice Alien films are a must, bt

about Jon Wilson's stuff, most of last one isn't as good. TV
which is very good." programmes'1' The obvious:

self-righteous

plugging here,

methinks . . .

there's Craft and
Snakemania, two
utterly wonderful

Yas. I raid the

they'd given it a bad mark just

because they hated puzzle games.

"Please don't print this", and he
[Jon Nash] thought I meant not

to print my address! Anyway,
back to SAW games, on the

adventure side there's Days Of

Sorcery and Occult Connection,

would get Speccy games weeping.

There's Legends Of Eshan, which
is a good second-best to Lords
Of Midnight, and the SAM version

of the Speccy Classic Doomsday
should be bloody good too (if

you'll excuse the pun). On the

arcade side, Wop Gamma's a

good Boulderdash-type game,
abeilt with a silly name, and
there's my Exodus and Booty Ibut

I can't say too much about that).

There's a lot more than that -

one or two hundred SAM titles

at least - but I don't want to

wear out Mat's fingers."

Chain, mate. Favourite films? IV

programmas?
"I could go on for hours about
films. The most recent I've seen

ls The Mask, which is a good
laugh and described by a friend

of mine as "Roger Rabbit on

acid", not that I'd know anything

plot for any other Prisoner fans."

"Very diverse stuff. I'm a great fan of

the Pet Shop Boys - I've got all their

dl!;um:_-, u-,.!.;j| L . ,(.::> v \ ,,_, ive hf,,-in: ;
crap, and a lot of their singles. I've got i

lot of Erasure stuff as well -
I like a lot

of synthesiser stuff. One bloke who I've

just heard of, whose single I've just

brought today because holly Johnson did

the vocals on it, is Ryuichi Sakamoto.
[Sound of Mat panicking upon hearing a

= name]"

"I read an awful lot. The c

Terru Pratchett's books -

Discworld books, most of whick I like but

a couple, such as Lords And Ladies, I'm

not too keen on, although I'm not too sure

why. Another series I'd reccomend is

Incarnations Of immortality by Pierre

Anthonym which was reviewed in issue 7

of SAM Prime, it's a series of seven
books, all or which are very good
although they do cross over a bit which
can get irritating at times. The other

bookworms is The War Or Ch torr, which

is a series bu a chap called David Gerald,

who wrote a couple of episodes of Star

Trek. He's a good v

a read all the

class i bit r

books in ti

Quickfira round! Favourite colour? "White,

blue and red." Favourit* number? ""Nine, 13

and 77." Favourite item of clothing? "Worn."

Favourit* kitchen uteniil? "[Laughs] A spoon,

because I'm always stirring." Favourite

cirtoon character? "Erm, Roadrunner."

Favourite cri»ps? "Ones that aren't stale."

Favourite Monty Python sketch? "The parrot

sketch!" Favourit* word? "Erm . . . yeah,

that's it, it's 'erm'." Favourita ihop? "One

that's giving things away for free." Blaep.

What, in your opinion, is the meaning of life?

"Don't know, but Deep Thought got the
• 42."

t would you ba?

•k, rest and play

C figure is mast li



.inyune'a

Major. Ne wouldn't even make a

secondary demon, I think Saddam

in-depth study or

a [or Nostradame), they

Antichrist would be born in the

Middle East about forty years ago."

Spooky. So, wa kill everybody In the

Middle East and everything's cool, right?

"Ah, but in doing so we too would

be fulfilling the prophecy."

Another top idaa up the spout? Have

you any household tips?

"Yes! Get somebody else to do the

nowadays, but I think I've written

enough to fill half a dozen novels."

Is tha SAM market flooded, as Andy

Oavis claims?

"There are a small number of knowr

people who have a monopoly in the

SAM scene - Fred on the games
publishing side, Bevelation/Format on

the other side, and SAM Supplement.

There are loads of other magazines

that aren't very well known. They're

all different in their approach, hut .

.. [Takes c

If Robocop fought tha Terminator, who magazines aimes at different

would win? readerships. 1 don't think the

"Read the Dark Horse series and market's flooded, it Just gives

This never happened lo Greg Proops. Is It possible to make money Iron

Anyway, what were you doing whan you

heard Kurt Cobain died? seam (o think?

He was the lead singer and guitarist

with tha popular rock combo Nirvana,

but that's not Important right now.

What's the most embarrasing thing (hat

ever happened to you?

"This

mily?

with the Royal

of a royalist myself - my only

quibble is with the minor Royals

who have recieved money in the

past. The Queen seems to have
been handling things more sensibly

than she used to. On the w hoiem
they're a benefit to the country."

What's Darren Blackburn really like?

keyboards and use the plastic

make ice-cube trays. Seriously

there's a lot of Speccy users out

think all of them are rushing to buy

new and fancier computers.

Obviously, I would like it if a lot of

these people bought SAMs, but even

so I think people should support the

Spectrum as much as possible.

There are people capable of making
they've

i pars

.
}-! LUL t of i

egotisi

anything nasty because he'll

probably read this. No, I can't say a

What's the bait thing about ZAI?

"Erm, a wonderful creator, an

unusual name [which nobody ever

gets right), and a highly talented

1 of i if I"

t of t

nowadays."
And the worst thing?

"People who pronounce the name
wrong."

Is there a book inside you? Avoiding the

predicatable gag.

"in the past I've tried to write

i to do many of the things I'd like to

light-hearted read, you wouldn't buy
a aown-to-earth, helpful 'zine like

ZAT has always been."

Who's better; Baavis and Gutthiad or

Ren and Stimpy?

"Oh, Gawd. I'd say Ren and Stimpy,
but only marginally. Any cartoon

has got to be better than Beavis

and Butthead, unless you're an

insomniac with a terminal case of

Minm. Certainly don't know any of them!

(Aherm). Why ara Commodore Format

and Amstrad Action still here, when

they shouldn't be? Ihelr circulations art

lass that YSs when It closed down

after all.

"The simple reason is, they've got

Which hags tha question, why have thay

got mora advertisers when they've got

a lower circulation figure?

"The thing is, if people actually go

out and buy stuff from the

advertisers, theyy'll continue to

support the magazines. So, basically,

1 think it's down to the apathy of

That sensible

Andy Oavis, Martyn Sherwood?
"1 think it's down to

misunderstandings to do with

scheme Alchemist Research have

launched, the 'Pennyware' scheme
[Certain proggrams available for lp,

thus technically counted as

all], seems to be a sensible

comprimise for authors who don't

want other publishers releasing their

titles."

If you were Prime Minster, what would

be tha first thing you mada law?

"Sensible taxation."

Is ZAT dull?

"It's as dull as Fish is sensible.

That's not an insult to either

magazine, it just depends on your

point of view - if you want a

Who's better: Richard and Judy or Anne

and Nick?

"Eeerrrmmm ..."
Or BaavlB nd Butthead?

"The test

Fair enoug . Do you lika sports at all?

"I'm a but bringwith sport - nly

like snooker, but bs that's a

boring no jadays 1 don't like

either. 1 c an't stand football

keep trac of who's winning and

losing or whatever, and 1 ha t go

ce to sit through

game. Sut if anything, it doe

relieve m
Mr. tadbur i, thank you vary much Now

David Ledbury would like to

point out that he was
under extreme adverse

Interview was recorded,
and the drugs were
talking. All of the
characters are fictional,

and any resemblance with
any actual living persons
are entirely accidental. He
is appearing as the second
ugly sister in Cinderella at

the Tameside Hippodrome.
Maybe.
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up, this should load most
games. If that doesn't work.

©fMn,}

// hi
just go through the five Patch
options one by one until either

the game loads or you get the

if (3lL7ilU // ///it. if He? flashing beepy border.

U -fU\ - If you get the flashing beepy

tape loading error message.
head and th. tapa -

Rewind the tape, turn the

Hello. Seeing as there's for a perfect signal, boxes, away from

been a distinct lack of this needs to be at bright lights, heat, again. It may also be possible

techy tips and queries, exactly 90 degrees, strong magnetic to load Disciple/Plus D
here's some general (and which should be how forces and all that. snapshots via the Disc option

rather obvious, I'm afraid) Also, if the tape although, not having one of

tips for reliable tape factory. However, as

loading and the original time goes by the the right speed or

SAM Spectrum emulator. head may gradually keeps speeding up SAVING
Enjoy . . . be forced out of and slowing down, Basically it's just like a

position, messing up

the tape signal. All beginning, and bash it

down vertically on a

Multiface. Press the BREAK
button, then press either 3 to

save the screen or 4 to saveTAPE LOADING: CRACKED!
Judging by the amount of letters get a little table or something a the whole game. You can then
tnat YS used to get, it seems couple of times to load these back in via the Disc
trial one of the main problems loosen up the tape

that Spaccy owners have is around until the head inside. Trust me, it

getting tnose infernal tape things POISES
to load. Here, then, is a rightful position. Always try to Not a lot of people know about
(hopefully definitive) collection of On the +3 and +2A record on new tapes.

this 'un. 3ut 1 do. I'm clever

hints to keep our old friend "r C15s are generally like that.

tape loading error' CM" at Cay. piece of cake - just the best lif you can To enter a decimal Multiface
go into the self-test find them -

1 think POKE, press BREAK followed by

THE HARDWARE mode (as described WHSmiths still do X. This should take you into

As far as tape recorders go, it's last issue) and go them) as the shorter BASIC, if the screen goes
generally best to stick to the through all the tests the tape is, the black, then just press F6. To
cheap 'n' simple ones; more thicker the magnetic enter a Multiface POKE, just

expensive setups tend to have coating is likely to type it in as a normal POKE
lots or stuff inside to filter out "Azimuth alignment command, but with 65536
all the hiss and crackle, which is test" or something at added to the address, ie . . .

exactly what the Specey is the top. Stick a MGT SPECCY 54364,0
looking for. Other than that,

there are two main areas thet twiddre
ra

the
3P
s

e

crew
and

EMULATOR:
becomes . . .

POKE 119900,0
you should look at; until you get the

CRACKED!
To return to the game, simply

best reading. type CALL MODE 1. Snazzy, eh?
[i] CLEANING THE MEADS. Dead If you've got The original

simple this - every couple of anything else. Spectrum emulator

weeks, just play a head cleaning however, the only that comes on the

tape from start to finish or SAMDOS disk is

quite often slagged And eo ends quite

Lud soaked in meths or surgical those test kits that off for having about possibly the last Tech
alcohol and gently stroke the Tt\e Computer Store a 4X compatibility Niche page 1 will ever

tape heads and pinch roller with used to sell [there rate, However, once edit. Send all your techy
was also one on the you've got the hanj) stuff to: ALLAN
last 3U covertape), of it, it is quite a CLARKSON. IB The

(2) ADJUSTING THE AZIMUTH Avenue, Crossgates,

FITTING, ir you look at your tape screw around a little This is what Leeds. LS15 BJN and
recorder, you should see a little Dit every time you MGT/SAWCo/West he'll either answer them
screw vertically above the tape try to load your tape Coast never bothered with considerable

nead. On the -.2 it's just above aplomb next issue or

the rewind button; on other tape ring me UP saying that

recorders you may have to delve THE SOFTWARE LOADING he never agreed to this

a little deeper. If ydu select the in the first place and
said about tapes Emulator option and never speak to me

the angle between the pickup really, er than turn the volume right again. Erk.
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'Evening all. In a dramatic breaK with tr edition, this issue's tips

n is made ly of stuff form people other than me,
most of whom cc-m to e called Linda but 1 won't hold that against
the p est of you (just as long as you s nd in something for next

you apathetic sods). A few of yc j have been wondering
whether it's an i maps - yes, just as long as they're m

biro (so they photocopy properly and reasonably small (so 1

But enough o this patronising
re-statement of the blindingly obvious. On with the show/.

Bored Of The Rings "ATTACK X WITH SWORD". Probably. 1) 21DI35008

Pt. 3 ABOLISH 2) IOC 700085

On look, it's Linda Whittle. skulls". How delightful." BAGGAGE 3) 238A35009
"To defeat the basilisk, just CAESURA (To confuse you, no. 1 is for

type CHEAT when you're by Sim City DECAGON Level 2 and so on)

that thing. You know, the ECLOGUE And some general tips=-

thing that wants your "Put the taxes up a few FAIENCE in Act 1, go to the dark

platinum brick. Anyhow, per cent in December, so GALLEON room to put the film in the

you'll be on the other side the Sims (What, Joan HAGGISH camera, and flick the

of the marshes. Now find Sims? - Carry On- fixated ICELAND switch, otherwise you'll

the irritating Dixie, and Ed.) don't have much JACINTH wreck the film, and you

take and wear the KENTISH don't want to do that really

sunglasses that are near out/complain before the LACQUER • To get the clapperboard,

him before wandering into Annual Report thing, when MANSION which is on top of Al's

you can put them back to NOSTRIL shed, go to the upper deck'

basilisk tries to turn you normal. Then you'll get OCARINA of the bus and go to the

more money. Basically." PADLOCK white seat on the left. Now
trendy shades will reflect OUALIFY edge lert slowly as far as

the rays. Hurrah! He's Spike In Transilvania RAUCOUS you can without falling out

turned himself into stone. Linda Inevitable with some SCRAPPY of the window and jump.

general tips. TENANCY You should be in a tree
"• Give the castle guard UNIFORM outside of the bus. Jump

Fantasy World Oizzy the gold. VAMPIRE right into the next tree,

Oh look, it's Linda Whittle Use the gloves to grip WARFARE along a couple of clouds, on

(again). the bell-rope. Ring it to YARDARM top of the offices, and

"Put the meaty bone where deafen the bat. Take it to

the wizard and put it in

ZEALAND" finally, on top or the shed.

In Act 3, there is some
"Armorog's Den" screen and the cauldron/pot. SAM Manic Miner tumbleweed seven screens

run back up on the rocks, • Give the ploughman's Allan CIarksor to the left of the train,

by the tree, to the far lunch to the "hungry" bloke "Try pressing the break ke which you'll need to get the

right of the screen. The near the castle entrance. appears furnace in the train going.

Armorog will run to the • When you enter the during play. 1 :an't work
Done, which should keep out what difference it

him busy." the ghosts in) drop the

crucifix and leave it pn the

makes." Look, will the rest
or you just send

The Hobbit floor and they will vanish Stir Crazy Featuring in some tips,

Oh look, it's Linda Whittle for good. The crucifix is in Bobo please? This isn't

Linda Inevitab called Linda's
"When you first enter the "On the "Dormitpry" bit Playing Tips, you
trolls' clearing, go north on SAM Batz 'n 'Ballz know (all right, so
to the Trolls' path. "Wait bloke who is it isn't called The
until the day dawns" then almost-as-ubiouituos-as-Wh get out of bed, climb up Crashed
go south. The sun will have ttle Allan Clarksori: the ladder an nudge any Readership In

turned those nasty trolls "This is the full list of old bloke unti General's Playing

into stone. Take the large level codes. My dad played Tips either, but
key which should be lying this game for about two You'll have th high score." that's beside the
aDout, go north again, and years to get all these point). All stufr to

unlock and open the heavy codes. But not me, 1 Just Wild West Seymour Crashed, Paar
stone door-. Go north into typed in TSJIET as a code Here's Tree Cottage,
I he cave and take the (it comes up invalid) then You-know-damn-well-who-it North Deighton,

sword and the rope. The during the game 1 paused i gems of Wetharbu, W.
sword will kill just ahout and pressed C. But did you Yorks, LS22 4EN.

"The level/act



Preview 2
Alchemist
Reasarcn-s ANDY
DAVIS takes apart
trie classic
Spectrum comrns
program , . .

a Spectrum si

31 vlx sottwi

program lealu'es a *
lecllilie which .h. II ..si

useful ou< of the comma war

The pragrs-n was written i

1986 by °. Uavfl with jpdi

by Ke:th 9edooe in 1988 end

BASIC addition by fioo Ge-Bu

and B'lan Baff later,

the'e was en orlglral Fire

program, but FVJ Is vastly

superior, *ite" Its release 8r

update pr:]rai-i topeared whir

uperedons. Iks .atest verslo

1 - l;hMI1Ai

I - ttilUR

- mni« is vr*

4 - SAVt PWIG-iAU

5 - STORAGE

5 - MAILBOX FACILHttS

7 - BASIC

; .l.-.V -..v..

dUpleyl g vol" word jlSeLA"

aid *0«K. !n 01SPI AY node,

you see al. the pretty c -apiics

cje to poor reception.

IU WORK mode is 1st mc-e

.-•'_. wner creating a screei.

You can then see exactly hew

mucn space you have. ..' :*

loggia catwean modes by

messing EGII thin a
I -are are seva'al convol

codes ..<.•!. to give ilffart

effects, inducing at/ of the

Spectrum's eight colours (bit

nut brigh(s) tor graphus or

s wali *t dcuble height

Eel

1- f USER MF.-IU nas some use-

user comments. -arrely lo !

.

to e £X/hme>/A:praccm j?

l-inte- (alsc works in 120K

made). <.dtslcgu« a disk, save

frame in memory, o- relu-i I

FA-.IC. It e:so gives details o-

VACFj is s if .' uu.ir,-.

there are tojr mem op

•-on. this section. Start

|rv2 always srar-s with

rremo-y). merge frames a

;eleit-style graphics standard.

ueed by rr.e BBC oid television

lohits se/v. :Ss. ASCII 11 a

l-tu.jmi meno display, as usee
-

dswuro Aiu; is useo main.,

ice : "in', e-a nul important.

rewrr.. erd is [or wes| used by

tsieJ, Teletext. 4-UI. Ceefax

ii. t 40 • 24 character

aei. Movement is by cursor

ssing EU'EC moves ycu to

I line. :
! i! MOUt -novel

cursor none [-.op left).

HUP system is else

Besides entering h
mosaic-style graphic-

ren <enpston joysl:

•he moden ir 128K n

wc;d of warning - or

(his cone, i' you to<

silatle.

of ti

input from the keyboard, wrici n

displeyae deadly on tne sceer
There is no provision -or UPS

: MAILBOX MEMJ. Ilus »es user

main], for P-eslel's E.-MAR
facility, flil- E-MAIL, you coi

p-ograms

C: spier cr

BASIC - F

Pireview Z is

available from
Alcriemist
Rpsperch on
either flavour of
Plus D/Disctipie/DXl
disk, tape, or any
size of *3 disk
for the rather
attractive price
of ZO pence - or'
if you send your
own mndia you
can get it for

can't say fairer
than that.
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; DL12 7NX

Serinus ioftwir

) 412572

Spactrum spar

Omnidale Supplies

23 Cuiron Street I

DEI 2ES

Tel. 0332 291219 I

S Computer

(SAM adventure

SO Chedswell

Heights

BH17 BAF

Everglade

Tel. 0463 240

SO Software

(Spectrum/SAM)

7Q Rainhall fioad

Barno Idswick

(Spectrum/SAM)

64 Roebuck Road

Chessington

KT9 1JX

Tel. 081 3970

J Ihe Orchard

Norton

PR4 1BE

Tel. 0772 6326

WIS Electronics

Studio Master

House

Chaul End Lane

(SAM/Spectrui

£1.50]

33 Dawley B«

Beits

LE4 4NJ

User groups

Independen'

5 Beacon I

B14 6LQ

Fred Publishing

Revaletion

[Speotrum/SAMJ

BOBCo (Spectrum)

c/o Brendan O'Brien

22 Garron Crescent

(SAM/Spectrum)

13 Rodney Close

Rugby

EEC [Sinclair)

6 Ravensmead

Chalfont St. Pe

Old Kingsmoor

Railway Streei

B-Bit Mart (all

39 High Street

Publicatior

34 Bourto

Chard

TA20 2HS

Tel. 0460 62118

Fred (£2, SAM
disk)

40 Roundyhill

Monilieth

Dundee

DOS 4HZ

5 SAM Prima (SAM

SK11 7HS

SAM2SAM (£2,

SAM disk)

The Mount

Ramsey

Isle of Men

1MB 2HG

SAM Supplement

70794 Filderst,,

Germany

Tel. 01049 711

777142

* 8^

a 1 *>*
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have hung on to ever since), so I've given It something of

a rethink. As a number of you have commented, while

people may have lota of stuff that they'™ Hrhliig to get

I, they're not necessarily likely to be willing to spend
y on sending it through the post when it's possible

no-one will want it at the other end anyway. (What
a long, badly constructed sentence). For this reason, I'm

abandoning the software (which you can probably pick up
cheaply at car boot sales end market stalls anyway),
hardware (ditto) and books [which Format are handling, or

at liM-il will be in the near future) to concentrate on

'[hi- thing is, for about ten years there were lots of

magazines around that covered the Spectrum and SAM.
and those of you who, like me, have several rein forests'

worth of YS, SU and Crash clogging up your bedroom will

testify that they are a mine ot useful information.

However, over the years, a lot of these magazines have
tteu 1 1 lost, or sold, or chucked away, which is a real pain in

the butt when you're trying to track down the original

review of Count Duckula 2, or whatever.

Ili.iy're willing to part with for the common good so that:

II) I hey can be catalogued on to the massive Crashed, w,
Catalogue of review, features, interviews and other things,

which will be available for reference to anyone who
wants to know (more details when there are some),

|2J They'll be made available to you lot at crazy,

knockdown prices! (I'm thinking of about lOp or 2Dp each

at the moment, but we'll have to see how things develop.)

I'm not Just thinking about YS, SU and Crash (and their

respective covertapes), but also older mags like Your
Spectrum, ZX Computing and Sinclair Programs, and
multiformata like New Computer Express, Gamesweek,
Popular Computing Weekly, Home Computing Weekly,

Computer And Video Games, Gamas-X and ACE. In short,

anything that has ever mentioned the Spectrum or any ol

I'm also interested in fanzines, meaning anything from
tapezines like 16/48 and Enigma to paper-based 'zines like

ZAT and The Bug.

Send all things (sorry, my vocabulary seems to have

deserted me) to; The Crashed Archive, Pear Tree Cottage,

North Deighton, Wetherby, West Yorkshire, LS22 4EN.

B
'quits

ULLETin

This section is Barry Parkinson rather a lot of disappeared off the

intended as a sort The author of the people money. face of the Earth,

of "Missing Persons" PCG DTP Pack. I did

board - if anyone want to interview John Richardson External 3" disk interface, but ta

out there is looking him for the first The man who uset drives and best of my
for a particular issue, but according to draw Crash's interfaces For the knowledge, this

company, person or to various sources, +2A
product, or knows he's either moved Again, 1 did want produced. Unless

where one is, get in to the Midlands, him to contribute anyone knows

touch. Here's a few died or gone into to Crashed, but he could add up to twc different-

to start off with; hiding and owes seems to have *3 compatible

=D 1j^= DC&JQ=D'x^ c

o budget label [in particular, the contributors for things

Addams Family and Manchester Rec contended, I'm laakin

United Europe were released just people lo do regular se.

after YS finished) or put oat by PD, e

.n

orograi J think y

.;.ir, i.TE-it

supply

Witching Hour, uh No! More

lemmings, Football League

'-].. .,:;!
.

I/-, .di rti.". .".. L,!uani: I!

Eshan, Sophistry, Exodus or

anything by Supplement

the Spetcy anything th

screenshots [as SCREEN* files on Getting it here

Spectrum tape or SAM disk] Ihen Ah. Tricky. At the moment, thi

ell the better. Oh, and 7OD-8D0 only formats that I'm absolute

words would be an extremely nice certain that I con accept are

length. WordMasler lilas an SAM disk,

+ D 3.5"

l can offer if I dor,

mske a loss on this

l lhat you redeve th

Other contribution e Notepad v, i-processor contribution free. Sorry.


